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JAtlasViewer is a program for selecting and viewing virtual sections from woolz format 3D images. Since any arbitrary section plane can be chosen, it can be used to explore the internal space of these 3D images. The volume data can include segmentations, for example with labelled anatomy, the viewer provides feedback and navigation through the anatomical nomenclature. Get JAtlasViewer and give it a try to see what it's all about! Researcher: Abstract:
Exposure to the sounds of human voice can be very beneficial, especially in infants. But in some cases, exposure to high levels of speech can lead to hyperacusis (an increased threshold of hearing). The aim of this study was to examine the effects of phonologically salient syllables on sound localization in listeners with and without hyperacusis. Although previous research has examined the effects of phonologically salient speech on auditory spatial
perception, the methods used have not been appropriate for the examination of speech stimuli. The present study overcame this limitation by utilizing an experimental design which compared the effects of predictable and unpredictable speech on sound localization using multiple repetitions of pseudowords. The results indicated that there were no significant differences in the effects of speech stimuli in listeners with and without hyperacusis. However, there
was a significant difference in the effects of the pseudowords. The effect of the pseudowords on localization was more positive in listeners with hyperacusis than in listeners without hyperacusis. This study provides further evidence that infants who are exposed to a high level of speech may have a greater spatial acuity in auditory localization than infants who are not exposed to such levels of speech. Researcher: Abstract: There are currently no data on the
mechanisms of noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) and hearing protection devices. In this study, we investigated the effects of a hearing protection device (HPD) on NIHL using guinea pigs. The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of HPDs on hearing thresholds, distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs), outer hair cells (OHCs), and cochlear morphology. The outer and middle ears were opened, and the ossicular chain was removed. A
gentle lip shaver was used to abrade the round window membrane to expose the organ of Corti. A recording electrode was placed on the round window, a reference electrode on the tympanic membrane, and an external coil fixed on
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Virtual Section Viewer with the Woolz Data Format (WDF) Features: ? Five buttons for navigation through virtual sections. ? Refresh button to update information. ? Zoom buttons to zoom in or out of virtual sections. ? Mouseover effect to highlight the displayed objects. ? Scaling tool to change the displayed objects to a specific size. When you wish to configure the Cisco network port configuration, you can use Cisco PrimeNumeric ( to perform the
configuration. After the configuration is completed, it may take some time for the configuration to take effect, depending on the configuration of your router and the speed of your Internet connection. You cannot perform Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration by using the web browser on the router. In addition, you cannot perform configuration by using Telnet or SSH on the router. You must use a Cisco network management tool to perform Cisco
PrimeNumeric configuration. If you want to perform Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration without a Cisco network management tool, you can perform configuration using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). This section provides information about how to perform Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration using the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool (ciscoPrimeNumeric.cmd), which is included with the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration
Toolkit (ciscoPrimeNumeric.cmd.tar.gz). Before You Begin Using the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool to Perform Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration After the Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration is completed, you must restart the router for the configuration to take effect. You can use the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool (ciscoPrimeNumeric.cmd) to restart the router. How to Use the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool to Perform
Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration You can use the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool (ciscoPrimeNumeric.cmd) to perform the following tasks: - Perform Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration. - Restore Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration. - Restart the router for the configuration to take effect. You can use the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool to perform Cisco PrimeNumeric configuration only if you have a valid license for the Cisco
PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool (ciscoPrimeNumeric.cmd). Cisco PrimeNumeric is licensed per platform. You must purchase a license for each platform on which you wish to run the Cisco PrimeNumeric Configuration Tool (cisco
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JAtlasViewer is a program for selecting and viewing virtual sections from woolz format 3D images. Since any arbitrary section plane can be chosen, it can be used to explore the internal space of these 3D images. The volume data can include segmentations, for example with labelled anatomy, the viewer provides feedback and navigation through the anatomical nomenclature. Get JAtlasViewer and give it a try to see what it's all about! Description:
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System Requirements For JAtlasViewer:

Minimum: Windows: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (Windows XP does not support FastPack) Intel or AMD Processor with SSE2 instruction set support 1.1 GB of free hard drive space (Windows XP: 512 MB) 2 GB of RAM (Windows XP: 1 GB) Recommended: Intel or AMD Processor with SSE4 instruction set support 2 GB of free hard drive space (Windows XP
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